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GENERAL INFORMATION for RESIDENTS
Because the general public Is often unaware of various laws and
regulations, the Town of South Hampton has prepared the following list
as a guide for those considering actions for which some regulatory system
is in place. This list is for information only and the public should
consult the appropriate Officials or Boards for further details.
WETLANDS No digging, filling or other Permit approved by
flow modification in wetlands. Conservation
as defined by Land Use Ordinances Commission
SUBDIVISION Must meet requirements of Zoning Planning Board
Ordinances and Regulations
HOME OCCUPATION Use of Home for Business Board of Adjustment
COMMERCIAL ZONE Commercial Development Planning Board
(Site Plan Review)
BUILDING PERMIT No construction or demoltlon until Building Inspector
permit is fully signed
OCCUPANCY PERMIT No occupancy or use of new modified Building Inspector
building until approved
HISTORIC DISTRICT No construction or modifications Historic Commission
In those districts without approval
SEPTIC SYSTEMS Must meet State and Town standards Health Officer
SAND & GRAVEL
EARTH REMOVAL Must have permit for excavation Planning Board
BONFIRES No burning without a permit Fire Warden
TIMBER HARVEST Yield tax, limits on cutting Selectmen
MOTOR VEHICLE Annual renewals on birth month Town Clerk
DOG LICENSE Annual renewal, rabies shots Town Clerk
VOTER REGISTRATION Upon establishing residence Town Clerk/Super
visor of Checklist
REFUSE DISPOSAL Weekly pickup, Thursday, limita- Selectmen
tlons on volume and type, please
inquire about Recycle Program
JUNK CARS No more than two unregistered Selectmen
vehicles
STRAY ANIMALS uogs must be controlled by Police
property owners
Please refer to directory of officers and appointees for individual
naaes. Additional Inforaatlon nay be found in the various reports
froa the officials.
Private Well UsersI
Have you had your well tested recently?
Drinking water from private wells in New Hampshire
sometimes contains contaminants at levels that can pose
health risks. Only a water quality test, by a competent
laboratory, can assure that your family is protected.
What types of contaminants might be present in your
well?
The following contaminants, some naturally-occurring
and others man-made, have been found in private well









Volatile Organic Chemicals (VOCs)
Where can you learn more about this?
For further information, please visit the N.H. Depart-
ment of Environmental Services' website at
www. des. state, nh.us/wseb, then select "fact sheets,"
then 2-1.
WARRANT FOR THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
SOUTH HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
2003
To the inhabitants of the Town of South Hampton in the County of Rockingham
in said State, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Town on Tuesday the
11**^ of March 2003, between the hours of 11:00 in the forenoon and 8:00 in the
evening, to act upon Articles 1 thru 3.
You are also hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Town on
Wednesday, the 12*^ of March 2003 at 7:30 in the evening to act upon Article 4
and all subsequent articles.
1
.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To see if the Town will vote to adopt amendments to the Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
Add to Article XIX :
This ordinance, adopted pursuant to the authority of RSA 674:16, shall be
known as the Town of South Hampton Flood Plain Development Ordinance.
The regulations in this ordinance shall overlay and supplement the regulations
of the Town of South Hampton Zoning Ordinance, and shall be considered part
of the Zoning Ordinance for purposes of administration and appeals under State
law. If any provision of this ordinance differs or appears to be in conflict with
any provision of the Zoning Ordinance or other ordinance or regulation, the
provision imposing the greater restriction or more stringent standard shall be
controlling.
Add Paragraph I to Article XIX:
I. Variances and Appeals
1. Any order, requirement, decision or determination of the Building
Inspector made under this Ordinance may be appealed to the Zoning
Board of Adjustment as set forth in RSA 676:5.
2. If the applicant, upon appeal, requests a variance as authorized by RSA
674:33, 1(b), the applicant shall have the burden of showing in addition to
the usual variance standards under State law:
a. That the variance will not result in increased flood heights,
additional threats to public safety, or extraordinary public expense.
b. That if the requested variance is for activity within a designated
regulatory floodway, no increase in flood levels during the base
flood discharge will result.
c. That the variance is the minimum necessary, considering the flood
hazard, to afford relief.
3. The Zoning Board of Adjustment shall notify the applicant in writing that
(i) the issuance of a variance to construct below the base flood level will
result in increased premium rates for flood insurance up to amounts as
high as $25 for $100 of insurance coverage and (ii) such construction
below the base flood level increases risks to life and property. Such
notification shall be maintained with a record of all variance actions.
Add Sub Paragraph 8 "Storage Facilities" to Article V. Paragraph A
8. Storage Facilities
a. Permanent Storage Facilities on a permanent foundation for the
purpose of storing non-hazardous materials are allowed and shall be
considered structures.
b. Temporary Storage Facilities for the purpose of storing non-hazardous
materials are allowed and shall be considered structures, are limited to
two (2) storage boxes, spare trailers or tents and shall be no larger
then (300) three hundred square feet.
c. If any of these facilities become unsafe or the public, health, welfare or
safety is endangered, the building inspector shall immediately revoke
the permit. The unsafe structure will then be removed from the site or
the unsafe conditions eliminated and/or repaired. A new permit will be
issued for the remainder of the time limitation.
3. Are you in favor of changing the term for Town Treasurer from 1 to 3 years.
Constable from 1 to 3 years. Town Moderator from 2 to 3 years, and Town
Auditors from 1 to 2 years beginning with the Town Elections in 2004
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 457,51 1 (four
hundred fifty seven thousand five hundred eleven dollars) for the general
operation of the Town.
The above includes $16,113 for the 2003 payment on the 1996 GMC custom
pumper which has 3 remaining payments.. The following table shows the
relationship between the operating budget, other warrant articles, and the total
appropriations:
Selectmen Budget Committee
Operating Budget 457,511 437,136
Warrant articles 68,125 57, 125
Total appropriations 525,636 494,261
This represents a 19% increase (13% for the Budget Committee
recommendations) in the operating budget and an 11% increase (4% for the
Budget Committee recommendations) in the total appropriations. Some of the
major reasons for the increase in the operating budget are: 1) The Amesbury Fire
Department Ambulance Service was decertified to operate in NH requiring to
Town of South Hampton to contract with a private Ambulance sen/ice at the cost
of $15,000. 2) The State Department of Revenue Administration has mandated
that all towns must have their tax assessments certified every 5 years and 2003 is
the year for South Hampton. We will be contracting with Avitar Associates to do a
complete statistical update of the Town at a cost of $7000. 3) An increase of
$22,000 in the Police Department Budget, 4) An increase of $6000 in the stipend
for the Fire Chief/EOC Director 5) An increase of $12,000 in the library budget
and 6) An increase of$1 1,000 in the new waste collection contract.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 (five
thousand dollars) to be placed in the Town Buildings Maintenance Expendable
Trust Fund created in 1992 under RSA 31:19.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 (ten
Thousand dollars) to be placed in the Town Roads Paving Expendable Capital
Reserve Fund created in 1997, under RSA 35:1.
Budget Committee Recommendation $1,000.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,000 (six
thousand dollars) to be placed in a new Fire Truck and Equipment Expendable
Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 and to transfer the
remaining balance of the Ford/Grumman Refurbishment Fund created in 1998
and to authorize the Selectmen as agents to expend.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 (two
thousand dollars) to continue a 3 or 4 year plan to remove old pines at the Indian
Ground Cemetery.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 (five thousand
dollars) to be placed in the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund created in 1996 under
RSA 35:1.
Budget Committee recommendation $3,000.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate an amount not to exceed the
sum of $29,225 (twenty nine thousand two hundred twenty five dollars) and
authorize the Selectmen as agents to expend for the purpose of purchasing and
equipping a new police cruiser for the Police Department. The funds will be
withdrawn from the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund created in 1996 and will
have no effect on the Tax Rate.
1 1
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate an amount not to exceed the
sum of $4,000 (four thousand dollars) and authorize the Selectmen as agents to
expend for the purpose of surveying town properties. The funds will be withdrawn
from the Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund created in 1989 and will have no
effect on the Tax Rate.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate an amount not to exceed the
sum of $5,000 (five thousand dollars) and authorize the Selectmen as agents to
expend for the purpose of surveying and doing site work on the Hill Top Cemetery
per the request of the Cemetery Trustees. The funds will be withdrawn from the
Cemetery Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund created in 1993 and will have
no effect on the Tax Rate.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1900 (one
thousand nine hundred dollars) for the purpose of purchasing "CrimeStar RMS" a
computer software program for Police Department record keeping.
14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept the Old Barnard
School Building plus .456 Acres of land from the Barnard Trust to be used for
Town purposes.
15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept 1.38 Acres of
land on the easterly side of the Old Barnard School from the South Hampton
School District to be used for Town purposes.
16. Whereas, NH residents pay the 12"^ highest cost of insurance in the country; and
Whereas, the cost of health insurance premiums for families has increased by
45% over the past three years; and Whereas, 100,000 NH residents have no
health coverage and 77% of them have a full-time worker at home; and Whereas,
due to these rising costs almost half of NH small business cannot afford health
coverage for their employees, therefore be it resolve that we, the citizens of South
Hampton, NH, call on our elected officials form all levels of government, and
those seeking office, to work with consumers, businesses, and health care
providers to ensure that:
-Everyone, including the self-employed, unemployed, uninsured and
underinsured, and small business owners has access to an affordable basic
health plan similar to what federal employees receive;
-Everyone, including employers, consumers, and the state, local and federal
government makes a responsible and fair contribution to finance the health care
system;
-Everyone receives high quality care that is cost efficient and medically effective;
and
-That these efforts help control the skyrocketing cost of health care.
The above language represents a resolution signed by the required number of
South Hampton registered voters. This resolution Is non-blnding and represents
no fiscal Impact.
17. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
State of New Hampshire
Department of Revenue Administration
Municipal Services Division
P.O.Box 1122
Concord, NH 03302-1 122
(603)271-3397
FORM MS-7
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 24
BUDGET
OF THE
TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON, N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue
for
Ensuing Year January 1 , 2003 to December 3 1 , 2003
Important: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities:
1
.
Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended or not recommended area.
This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant article must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be place
on file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the
address above.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT. (RSA 31:95 and 32:5)
Budget Committee (Please sign in ink)
Date:
Date: o? -^ ~d 3





























TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON, NH
MARCH 12"" & 13^2002
At a legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Town of South Hampton, in the County of
Rockingham, in the State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in town affairs, held on
March 12*", 2002 at the South Hampton Town Hall, the following business was
transacted:
Moderator Walter Shivik announced that the ballot boxes had been inspected and
were found to be empty. He read the Warrant and declared the polls open at 11.00
a.m. Ballot Clerks for the day were Carol Baker and Sheila Mahoney. There were
148 ballots cast out of 545 registered voters.
ARTICLE 1 - Town Officers were elected as follows:
Selectman -
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON, NH
MARCH 13TH, 2002
(Continued from March 12**^)
The following evening on March 1 3*^, Moderator Walter Shivil< called the meeting to
order at 7:32 p.m. After the Pledge of Allegiance he introduced the Budget
Committee Members, the Board of Selectmen and the Town Clerk. He then stated
some of the procedures he would follow in conducting the meeting. The Moderator
read the Warrant and announced the results of yesterday's election. Articles 1-4 all
passed. At this time James Van Bokkelen made the motion to allow the Police Chief
to speak on his budget as a non-resident. George Werner seconded, the motion was
moved and passed.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $553,919 (five
hundred fifty three thousand nine hundred nineteen dollars) for the general operation
of the Town.
The following table shows the relationship between the operating budget, other
warrant articles, and the total appropriations:
2002 2001
Operating Budget $410,219(a) $337,640
Warrant articles $143. 700(b) $ 54.200
Total appropriations $553,919 $391,840
(a) Budget Committee recommendation $385,589.
(b) Budget Committee recommendation $87, 700
George Wenner motioned to amend the amount of $553,919 to the accepted amount
Recommended by the Budget Committee of $$385,589. James Van Bokkelen
seconded the motion. Mr. Van Bokkelen explained the line items. Donald Noon
asked who would be doing the required property valuations. Mr. Van Bokkelen
explained that the State requires a licensed company to assess property and that
25% of properties in town would be done on a yearly basis, making a four year cycle
for the whole town.
The Police budget increase was explained by Chief Aldrich and Mr. Van Bokkelen.
The Town can't depend on State Police coverage as they have in the past, so there
will be two shifts per day, seven days per week covered by two full- time officers and
three part-time officers. Chief Aldrich stated that he expects approximately $35,000
from ticket fines, which have risen since he became Chief. William Courtney spoke
against the ticket fines due to required "quotas". Mr. Van Bokkelen explained that if
the tickets aren't enough, the Selectmen will cut expenses to match the income. Lee
Knapp and Dennis Blair also spoke. Last year's quota amount was only $10,394.
Fire Department budget was up for equipment and training amounts due to State
requirements.
The Council on Aging will be receiving direct assistance, no budget change.
The library budget was up and the Budget Committee recommended $20,000 less
than asked due to a surplus in the library funds. George Werner explained that the
library has a surplus of $12,000 over expenditures. The Selectmen would like to pay
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the library for the first three months of the year, as they due the Police and Fire
Depts. Mr Van Bokkelen spoke against the increase. The amended article amount
of $385,589 was moved and passed.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 (five
thousand dollars) to be placed in the Town Buildings Maintenance Trust Fund
created in 1992 under RSA 31:19. James Van Bokkelen motioned to accept the
article as read. George Werner seconded. Mr. Werner explained about the on-
going fund. At this time, there was much discussion about the old Barnard School
building and whether there was a decision to dispose of it. Mr. Van Bokkelen and
Mr. Werner explained about state requirements for taking over the building and
checking on the cost of renovating the building with its current problems. Walter
Shivik explained that the State has to have a petition to turn over the building to
the Town and that the Town might have to pay fair market value for the building.
This would be up to the Selectmen. Mr. Van Bokkelen stated that the
townspeople voted to allow the Selectmen to accept gifts. Dick Caravati would
like a warrant article to accept the building. The article was voted and passed.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $70,000 (seventy
thousand dollars) to be placed in a Town Roads Paving Capital Reserve Fund
and to appoint the selectmen as agents to expend, under RSA 35:1. James Van
Bokkelen motioned to accept the article as read. George Werner seconded. Mr.
Werner explained the need to finish the Hilldale Avenue paving project with one
inch of finish asphalt before the base coat is ruined. The article was voted and
passed.
8. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 (five
thousand dollars) to be placed in the Ford/Grumman Refurbishment Fund created
in 1998 under the provisions of RSA 31:19-a. James Van Bokkelen motioned to
accept the article as read. George Werner seconded. Mr. Van Bokkelen
explained that the fund already in place and this is just to add to it. The current
steel tank has developed several leaks and needs repair or replacement. The
article was voted and passed.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 (Two
thousand dollars) to continue a 3 or 4 year plan to remove old pines at the Indian
Ground Cemetery. James Van Bokkelen motioned to accept the article as read.
George Werner seconded. Mr. Van Bokkelen spoke in favor. The article was
voted and passed.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $700 (seven
hundred dollars) for the purpose of purchasing an emergency pump. James Van
Bokkelen made the motion to accept the article as read. George Werner
seconded. Mr. Van Bokkelen explained that this was basically a pump for cellars,
etc. The article was voted and passed.
1 1. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $56,000 (fifty six
thousand dollars) to be transferred from the Cemetery Land Acquisition Capital
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Reserve Fund established in 1993 and appoint the Selectmen as agents to
expend.
$50,000 will be used to purchase land on HHidale Avenue to develop a new
Cemetery, $4,000 to cover the cost of necessary surveys and $2,000 for legal
fees
James Van Bokkelen motioned accept the article as read. George Werner
seconded. Mr. Van Bokkelen explained that the Town needs more cemetery
land. The land in question is a lot next to the Condon property on Hilldale Avenue
and presently owned by Howfirma Trust. The Cemetery Trustees would like the
land at the top of the hill where the portable classroom now stands instead of the
Hilldale Avenue property. Lee Knapp explained the cost of surveying. David
Riecks, Katherine Imbrescia and Sharon Dove questioned the choice of school
land. The article was voted and failed.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 (Five
thousand hundred dollars) to be placed in the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve
Fund created in 1996 under RSA 35:1. James Van Bokkelen motioned to accept
the article as read. George Werner seconded. Mr. Van Bokkelen spoke in favor
and stated that there the current amount if the fund is $21,000. The article was
voted and passed.
13. To see if the Town will authorize to Tax Collector to change the maximum
amount of taxes that can be forgiven from $5.00 to $25.00. James Van Bokkelen
motioned to accept the article as read. George Werner seconded. Andrea
Condon explained the article. The article was voted and passed.
14. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting. Lee
Knapp asked about current use taxation and where the money goes (50% to the
Conservation Commission). Douglas Hadley asked how much the Conservation
Commission has in its budget ($41,274.75). Beverly Reynolds asked if there was
a possibility of water bans due to the current drought. Mr. Van Bokkelen didn't
know about the authority of the Selectmen due to individually owned wells.
Frances Harper asked how much money was currently in the Barnard Trust
(about $180,000). Some of this could be used for scholarships. The portable
classroom has tentatively been sold. Mr. Caravati asked if the Selectmen would
wait to accept the old school building until next town meeting. Mr. Van Bokkelen
was against that suggestion. Mr. Blair suggested a public hearing at the time the
Selectmen accept the building. Mr. Van Bokkelen and the public were in favor of
this suggestion. Mr. Stackhouse motioned to adjourn the meeting. George
Werner seconded. The meeting was adjourned at 10:07 P.M.
Respectfully submitted,
Andrea Condon, Town Clerk
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Budget vs Actual - Expenses
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04-Police-Permrts & Fees,Other Inc..
TOTAL 3509-OTHER MISC-INCOME
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10. MODIFIED ASSESSED VALUATION OF ALL PROPERTIES
(Sum ofLine 5 minus Lines 6, 7, 8, & 9) Thisfigure will be usedfor calculating the total equalized
value ofyour municipality.
UTILITY SUMMARY: ELECTRIC, GAS, OIL & PIPELINE,WATER & SEWER RSA 83-F
List by individual company/legal entity the valuation ofoperating plants employed in the production, distribution and transmission of electricity,
gas pipeline, water and petroleum products. Include ONLY the names ofthe companies listed on the Instruction Sheets. (See Instruction # 3)
TAX CREDITS
ELDERLY EXEMPTION REPORT - RSA 72:39-a
INVENTORY
OF TOWN OWNED PROPERTY




Dear Residents of South Hampton:
The year 2002 may be considered a landmark year for the Town of South Hampton, for
the first time in 1 59 years, the "Old Barnard School" building stood empty for the entire
calendar year. According to our local historian on the Barnard School, Katherine
Imbrescia, the first class opened the school in circa "1 843". The voters vsdll decide the
fate of the old building with a Warrant Article at this year's town meeting.
The other significant event that took place in 2002 was our change in ambulance service.
For the past 35 years, Amesbury has been providing South Hampton with ambulance
service in exchange for not paying taxes on their $8,000,000.00 assessment for "flowage
rights". Due to a change in the State statute, Amesbury was no longer qualified under
New Hampshire law to transport our residents. We were forced to hire an independent
ambulance service, AMR, out of Hampton Falls at $l,250.00/month. This expense was
not budgeted in 2001, and Fire ChiefJohn Gamble, graciously gave up stipend fimds to
cover the expense. Thanks again, John. After severing our relationship with Amesbury,
the New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration advised the Town that we
must now bill Amesbury for the assessed value of $8,000,000.00, that was previously
exempt. As of this writing, the dust has not settled on this issue and we are working with
the Town Assessors, Avitar, to reach a resolution.
The tax rate for this year was set at $14.82, down from $15.38, mainly due to the school
budget. This is a one-time event and we do not expect the rate to decline in 2003.
The finished paving coat was applied to Hilldale Avenue under the direction of our Road
Agent, Joe Brunet. Bell & Flynn, the paving contractor, submitted a very competitive bid
that allowed the Town to pave Currierville Road, the parking lot at the Tovra Hall and the
Powwow River Bridge on Whitehall Road. All of this work was done while staying
within the approved budget of $70,000.00.
The Town's tennis court had deteriorated to the point where patching was no longer
effective. The court was totally resurfaced and relined and, with proper care, we should
have a good playing surface for the next six to eight years.
Robert Aldrich was appointed fiill-time Chief of Police in April of 2002, from interim
Police Chief Chief Aldrich advised the Town that effective October 2002, fines
collected from Tovra roads will no longer be returned to the Tovra, per a ruling by the
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State's Attorney General. Several towns have filed a class action suit in hopes of
reversing this decision.
Our Town Report was awarded 3"' place by the New Hampshire Municipal Association
for towns with a population of 75 1 - 1 ,500. Larry Baker has the responsibility of
assembling the report and having it printed. The latest census shows South Hampton's
population at 844.
The Town prepared and submitted a request for grant money to the New Hampshire Land
& Community Heritage Investment Program, which fimds preservation projects. David
Riecks and Frances Harper spent many, many hours preparing this grant application in
order to refurbish our historic Town Hall. The main source for these LCHIP funds comes
from the sale ofmoose license plates. Unfortunately, we lost out on funding for this
round; however, we will resubmit our proposal when the next fimding round opens in
early spring.
On behalfof the Town, the Board of Selectmen would like to thank all of our volunteer
firemen under the direction of ChiefJohn Gamble, and a special thanks to ChiefGamble
for all the hours of volunteer service to South Hampton.
The Council on Aging reached out to numerous neighbors this past year and also
sponsored a flu shot clinic on Election Day. Brenda Oldak is chairman and Brenda has
also volunteered to be our Welfare Agent, af\er the death of Charles Ducharme. It is not
necessary to be a senior citizen to volunteer for the Council on Aging.
The Country Gardeners spent many hours planting bulbs and generally sprucing up
around the Town Hall, the Library and the Common. The area has never looked better!
South Hampton is fortunate to have such dedicated green thumbs.
Without volunteers it would be very difficult to run our town government. We are very
aware many volunteer hours are donated to the Town by members of its Planning Board,
Zoning Board, Historic District Commission and Council On Aging. We appreciate this
and feel fortunate to have such dedicated people.
Due to the deaths this past year of Jo Ann Hill, Charles Ducharme, Audrey Brunet, Ilsa
Briggs, Mary Mertinooke and most recently, Calvin Eaton, the Town has lost a wealth of
talent. These people are missed and our condolences go to their families.
I would like to thank everyone for their help and support in my three years as Selectman,
especially the other Board members who have made my job enjoyable.
/^ Respectfully submitted,
<S^f%Q A. Werner, Chair
GAW:fl
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Town of South Hampton
Independent Auditor's Report
To the Board of Selectmen
Town of South Hampton
South Hampton, New Hampshire
We have audited the financial statements of the Town of South Hampton
including the Tax Collector, Town Clerk, Town Treasurer, Selectmen, Trustees
of The Trust Funds, and Library Treasurer as of and for the year ended
December 31, 2002. These financial statements are the responsibility of the
Town of South Hampton management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with the auditing standards as set forth
by the State of New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well a evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
In our opinion the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Town of South Hampton as of
December 31, 2002. We found all financial statements and procedures in




Town of South Hampton Auditors
February 10, 2003
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF THE TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
IN ROCKINGHAM COUNTY
FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2002
ASSETS
All funds in custody of the Treasurer:
Checking Account
Savings Account
Total Cash on Hand
Uncollected Taxes:
Levy of 2002



























CHANGE IN FINANCIAL CONDITION
Beginning Fund Balance (From MS-5) $ 110,188
Less Amount used to reduce taxes $ 2.900
Retained fund balance $ 107,288
Change in Fund Balance $ 30,024
Ending Fund Balance $ 137,312




BALANCE ON HAND JANUARY 1, 2002
FY 2002
SOUTH HAMPTON
MS-61 REPORT AS OF ^aA31/0t
UNCOLLECTED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE FISCAL YEAR 1


























Motor Vehicles Registrations. Dog Licenses. Filing Fees,
and Vital Statistics
January 1, 2002 - December 31, 2002
Number of Motor Vehicle permits issued- 1295
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
SUBDIVISION FUNDS
TREASURER'S REPORT AS OF 12/31/02
Aspen Hill Escrow
Balance 1/1/02 $6,636.50
Plus interest earned .57.78
Balance 12/31/02 6,694'28
#001 Aspen Hill - 4 Lot Subdivision
Balance 1/1/02 $1,118.80
Balance 12/31/02 1,118.80
#229 Dennis Fitzgerald - 3 Lot Subdivision
Balance 1/1/02 233.98
Less Disbursements -26.00
Applied to General Fund -207.98
Balance 12/31/02 o!oo
#232 Al Blackadar - Home Business Site Plan Review
Balance 1/1/02 103.00
Balance 12/31/02 T03!oO
#233 Atlantic Realty Trust - Commercial Building Site Plan Review
Balance 1/1/02 580.00
Transfer to Account #238 -580 00
Balance 12/31/02 0^00
#234 Francis Hebb - Newton Subdivision
Balance 1/1/02 101.22
Additional Funds Received 300.00
Less Disbursements -108.00
Balance 12/31/02 293.22
#235 Charles Mignosa/SH Highlands - 7 Lot Subdivision
Balance 1/1/02 225.00
Less Disbursements -63.34
Applied to General Fund -161.66
Balance 12/31.02 0.00
#236 Dennis Guilfoyle - Lot Line Adjustment
Balance 1/1/02 9756
Balance 12/31/02 9766
#238 Atlantic Realty Phase II -Site Plan Review
Opened 1/31/02 743.00
Transferred from Account $233 580.00
Less Disbursements -1010.42
Applied to General Fund -312.58
Balance 12/31/02 0.00
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#239 Provost - 2 Lot Subdivision
Opened 3/25/02 215.00
Less Disbursements -137.40
Applied to General Fund -77.60
Balance 12/31/02 0.00
#240 Whitmen/Kepela - Lot Line Adjustment
Opened 3/25/02 251.00
Less Disbursements -169.10
Applied to General Fund -81.90
Balance 12/31/02 0.00




#242 Whitmen/Kepela - Lot Line Adjustment #2
Opened 6/10/02 237.00
Less Disbursements -133.22
Applied to General Fund -103.78
Balance 12/31/02 0.00
#246 Wojcicki/McPartland - Performance Bond
Opened 7/8/02 5,000.00
Bond Refund 12/23/02 -5.000.00
Balance 12/31/02 0.00








Larry Booker, Treasurer- 12/31/02
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South Hampton Free Public Library
2002 Financial Report
Beginning Checkbook Balance 1/1/02 $ 12,723.37
Receipts
Town Appropriation $19,294.98




Director Salary $ 4,095.00
Library Staff Salaries 10,235.39











Janitor and Maintenance 944. 1
3
Total Expenses $28,717.43
Ending Checkbook Balance 12/31/02 $ 3,438.30
Savings Account
Beginning Balance 1/1/02 $ 418.27
Fines, Copier Fees and Fax Fees 137.60
Interset 12.09
Ending Balance 12/31/02 $ 567.96
Mary Sheffield Savings Account
Beginning Balance 1/1/02 $ 418.63
Interest 10.93
Ending Balance 12/31/02 $ 429.56
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2002 Highway Agent Summer Expenses
1/1/02 Through 12/31/02
Description Amount
Bell & Flynn, Inc -6,000.00
Brox Industries -1,009.58
Econo Sign & Barricade -384.15
Tennis Courts Of New Hampshire -4,900.00
WJ Brunet -17,508.40
OVERALL TOTAL ^2g;8D2?r3
2002 Highway Agent Winter Expenses
1/1/02 Through 12/31/02
Description Amount
E. N. Dixon Co., Inc. -5,050.00
Granite State Minerals -3,966.72





South Hampton Free Public Library
3-1 Hilldale Avenue
South Hampton, NH 03827
Phone 394-7319 Fax 394-7319
E-IVIail librarysh@yahoo.com
Library Statisitcs For 2002
Active Patrons
Town of South Hampton
Robert J. Aldrict Post Oifice Box 220
ckieioi Police Police Department East Kingston,nh 0382?
As we begin the year 2003 I would first like to take this opportunity to thank you, the residents, for the
continued support that you have shown to your police department over the past year. It is with your support
and positive feedback that we continuously improve in an effort to serve this community better. I would like to
briefly explain some of the tremendous changes that the department has undergone in the past fourteen
months. We now have two full-time officers, myself and Sergeant WiUiam A. McGurren, complimented by five
part-time patrolmen giving the town, on average, more than sixteen hours of patrol coverage each day. This
on-the-road patrol coverage is supplemented by a South Hampton police officer being on-call during the
overnight hours, so that there is always someone available to respond to your needs without having to rely on
outside agencies such as the New Hampshire State Police, as we have had to do in the past. This expanded
coverage, 1 hope, has been evident by the increased presence of the police officers in your neighborhoods. I
believe we have had a dramatic and noticeable impact on the speed of vehicles that travel our roadways. We, as
a department, have noticed a large decrease in the average speed of many motorists both on the state and town
roads as well as in the school zone. I can only contribute this to the increased visibility and productivity of the
department. I have included a copy of our annual statistics for the year 2002 with this letter so that you will be
able to examine for yourself the number of calls for service that we handle in a given year. Also, I have included
a breakdown of the motor vehicle statistics as well. If you have any questions regarding these or any other
matters tiiat you would like to discuss about the department, please do not hesitate to call me or feel free to
stop by.
Along with myself and Sergeant McGtirren, the department currendy employs four part-time
patrolmen. Officer Brandon Walker was hired in June and completed his training with the New Hampshire
Police Standards and Training Academy over the summer. He brings with him a criminal justice education firom
Hesser College and is excited about starting his career as a poHce officer here in South Hampton. Officer Mark
Smigielski was hired in June with Officer Walker and is not only a police officer here in South Hampton, but a
resident as well. Officer Smigielski brings with him many years of valuable training and experience ftrom the
Marblehead, Massachusetts Police Department, where he worked prior to moving to New Hampshire. Officer
Robert Bumham was just recently hired and will graduate firom the part-time Police Academy at the end of
February. Officer Bumham brings with him a great deal of knowledge and training firom the Essex County,
Massachusetts Sheriffs Department where he is employed as a full-time deputy. His experience in the field of
corrections, and the training he has received firom the Sheriffs Department is extremely valuable to the rest of
the department. Prior to working at the Sheriffs Department, Officer Bumham started his own private
investigations firm and worked a short time for the Haverhill Police Department in Massachusetts. Finally,
Officer Robert Forrest joined the department in early 2003 after serving for many years part-time with the East
Kingston PoHce Department and the Rockingham County Sheriffs Department. He is a full-time lawyer,
practicing through his own firm in Massachusetts where he specializes in firearms policy and law. Piis extensive
knowledge of the law and his courtroom experience wiU greatiy benefit the department and will save the town a
substantial amount of money, as Officer Forrest wiU now handle a lot of the prosecution matters and
courtroom procedures, saving the town firom relying on the Rockingham County Attorney's Office or hiring an
outside attorney to handle the department's court cases. The fifth part-time patrolman's slot is currendy vacant
and will probably not be filled until the summer or fall of 2003 due to the time and monetary commitments it
takes to hire and train a new police officer.
As the department continues to expand both in size and in services, we are also trying to become more
involved with other aspects of the community. In 2002 the department sponsored two programs at the Barnard
School. The first was a 911 Presentation by Dispatch Supervisor Carter of the Rockingham County Sheriffs
Department, where he shared information with the younger students at the school on how 911 works and when
to use it and when not to. Although South Hampton does not have a large problem with misdialed 911 calls,
the information that Supervisor Carter shared with the students could prove to be very valuable should there be
an actual emergency in their home. The second program was called KARE, also developed by the Rockingham
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Town OF South Hampton
RotertJ.Aldrick Post Office Box220
ckiefoiPohce Police Department EastKin6ston,NH03827
County Sheriffs Department. KARE is an acronym for Kids Are Remembered in Emergencies. The program
was designed to fingerprint every first grade student in Rockingham County so that their fingerprints and
photograph could be stored on file with their local police department, in the event they should ever be needed
down the road. Over the course of several months in 2002 we heard numerous news reports and stories of
children disappearing across our nation. Time is a critical factor when a child is missing and it is an extremely
frightening, stressfial and confusing situation for a parent, the school and their community to deal with. The
proverbial "it won't happen to me" is not a chance that many people, including this department, want to take.
This program was designed so that the information we need is readily accessible and can be quickly
disseminated to the many local, state and federal agencies that would likely get involved if there were to be an
actual emergency. I hope that this program can continue and that each year our files will grow so that we can
have this valuable information at our fingertips and continue a proactive fight against crime in our community.
Over the past year we have seen an increase in the department's activity, both in the area of calls for
service as well as in the motor vehicle statistics, which can again be seen on the breakdown printed with this
letter. I believe with the increased police presence and expanded coverage, we are all working on the right track
to combat these growing concerns. We still continue to have a problem with the geographic location of the
town, in that the problems of the larger towns around us are spiUing over into our neighborhoods and onto our
streets. The approach of the South Hampton PoHce Department to be proactive rather than reactive greatiy
relies on your continued support of the expanded coverage and increased patrol hours in the neighborhoods of
our community.
I would like to take this time to thank several people for all of their help over the past year. I would like
to thank the Board of Selectmen, George Werner, James VanBokkelen and Herbert Fowler for all of their help,
understanding, and continued support of the department. I would also like to thank Larry Baker and Angela
Racine for all of their hard work with the ever increasing amount of paperwork and the budgetary issues that
arise within the department. A thank you also goes to Chief John Gamble and the men and women of the
South Hampton Fire Department for their assistance to the police department and their continued efforts in
working together as a team on the individual calls for service as well as the overall public safety concerns of the
town. A thank you also goes Aaron Wojtkowski who recentiy left the department afiier many years in order to
pursue a fuU-time career with the Newbury Police Department. We all wish Aaron the best of luck in his new
department and I am sure he wiU be just as valuable to them, as he was to us during his long tenure here in
South Hampton. I would also like to add a word of thanks to Martha Williams who graciously donated several
desks, several pieces of fiamiture as well as some office supplies and equipment to the department when she
was moving her business out of its location on Highland Road. This donation has really made a difference in
not only the professional atmosphere but also the efficiency of the department. Finally, 1 would like to say
thank you again to the residents that have assisted the department over the past year in terms of both monetary
donations and overall support. Without all of this help everything that we have accomplished could not have
been possible.
As we enter 2003 I assure you that the South Hampton Police Department will continue to serve you
with integrity, honesty and efficiency, and 1 look forward to working with you and leading the response to the
needs and concerns of the residents. As always, we as a department, remain dedicated to protecting and serving








Town of South Hampton
PoucE Department
Post Ofiice Box 220
East Kingston,NH 03827
2002 Department Acrivity Report
Total Patrol Hours
SOUTH HAMPTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
1 28 Main Avenue




2002 ANNUAL SUMMARY REPORT
Dear Residents,
The South Hampton Fire Department responded to 206 emergency calls in the year 2002. A summary of the
emergency calls is as follows:
7 FIRE RELATED - kitchen, chimney, electrical, auto, furnace malfunctions and fire investigations.
86 MEDICAL AID - assisting the ambulance at medical aid calls and auto accidents. As Certified First
Responders and EMT's we help stabilize the patients prior to the arrival of the ambulance.
16 MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS - accidents involving automobiles, motorcycles and ATV's.
17 MUTUAL AID - assisting our neighboring towns when they need extra coverage at fire scenes beyond
their capabilities and in return they help us when needed.
32 INSPECTIONS - new residential and commercial construction, furnace installations & replacements, oil
tank removals & replacements, smoke detector locations, and inspection reports of property being sold for
real estate agents.
8 FIRE DRILLS & PREVENTION - performing fire drills and prevention programs at the Barnard
School and Seventh Day Adventist School.
2 WOODS FIRES - close to 1 + acres were burnt this past year.
14 DOWN TREES & POWER LINES - down trees in the road or on power lines, and down power lines in
the road caused by storms or strong winds. Several of the down power lines caused fires.
24 GENERAL ALARM ACTIVATIONS - investigate false alarms at the schools, church, residents and
businesses.
This past year has been one of change. First was the unexpected change of our ambulance service shortly after last
year's town meeting fi-om Amesbury Fire Department to AMR Ambulance, and second was the change of dispatch
centers a couple of months ago from Amesbury Fire Department to Rockingham County Dispatch Center. We
hope that these changes have been seamless to the residents of South Hampton.
1 would like everyone to know that all of our volunteer members must pass the same level of training in fire, rescue
and hazmat techniques as full time or call fire fighters do in other departments and that we are on call 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year. You can be assured that when we arrive on the scene we bring with us knowledge, ability
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1972 'PROUDLYSERVING THE COMMUNITY FOR OVER 30 YEARS -2002
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Report of Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire Division
of Forests and Lands cooperate and coordinate to reduce the risk of wildland fires in New
Hampshire. To help us assist you, contact your local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department
to find out if a permit is required before doing ALL outside burning. Fire permits are
mandatory for all outside burning unless the ground where the burning is to be done (and
surrounding areas) is completely covered with snow. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire
permit law and the other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors
punishable by fines up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail, plus suppression cost.
A new law effective January 1, 2003 prohibits residential trash burning (RSA 125-N).
Contact New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services at (800) 498-6868 or
www.des.state.nh.us for more information
Help us to protect you and our forest resources. Most New Hampshire wildfires are human
caused. Homeowners can help protect their homes by maintaining adequate green space
around the house and make sure that the house number is correct and visible. Contact your
fire department or the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands at vyww.nhdfl.org or
271-2217 for wildland fire safety information.
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDLAND FIRES
2002 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires Reported thru November 10, 2002)
TOTALS BY COUNTY CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
SOUTH HAMPTON COUNCIL ON AGING
2002 Town Report
The South Hampton Council of Aging continued to be a resource for our
residents and expanded its activities during its second fiill year of operation.
A core of 10 volunteers provided 324 hours service in response to a variety
ofhealth needs such as transportation to medical appointments, nursing home
placement, medical referrals and emergency assistance. Direct assistance was
provided when necessary.
Blood Pressure Clinics were held the first Tuesday of every month. A flu
shot clinic in November immunized 55 residents.
Five educational evenings were hosted by the Council on Aging and included
presentations on Retirement Planning, Maple Sugaring, Ladies of Whipple,
Historic Homes, and our own South Hampton Medical Doctors in the Andes.
A Volunteer Driver program provided seniors with transportation to medical
appointments when friends and relatives were not available.
A Telephone Safety Program matched seniors who live alone with volunteers
who can check their daily safety.
Seniors citizens, who called for assistance with shoveling, curbside
trash/recycling, or an occasional chore, were matched with South Hampton
students at Amesbury High School who are fulfilling their community service
requirement.
Assistive equipment, such as wheelchairs, tub seats, walkers, and canes
were both accepted for donation and lent on request in a lending program.
Our seniors, over 60 years of age, represent approximately 15% of our
population. Their age related needs are being recognized and served by the
























































































SOUTH HAMPTON VALUES 12/31/2002 SOUTH HAMPTON VALUES 12/31/2002
OWNtR ACRES LAND TOTAL ACRES LAND TOTAL
FOWLER JR., HERBERT





























HEELER, SCOTT V. &
HESSELBACH, DONALD










































































































































































































































LAWLER SR, RICHARD A.














































































































































































































































































































OFFICERS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Of the
Town of South Hampton, NH
For the School Year 2001-02
SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICERS
SCHOOL BOARD
James VanBokkelen Term Expires 2004
Bonnie Griffith Term Expires 2005
Mary K. Miller Term Expires 2003
INTERIM SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
David M. Brown, B.Ed., M.Ed., C.A.G.S.
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT FOR BUSINESS
Fred Engelbach, B.A., B.C.E., M.S.
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT FOR INSTRUCTION
Michele L. Munson, B.S., M.Ed., C.A.G.S.
CURRICULUM COORDINATOR
Jo-Anne C. Dowd, B.A., M.A.T.
PRINCIPAL














This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from the official records. The
information is complete and correct to the best of our knowledge and belief
David M. Brown







TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
ELECTION OF OFFICERS - 2003
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of South Hampton, in the County of
Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE TOWN HALL, IN SAID DISTRICT ON
TUESDAY THE 1 1th OF MARCH, 2003 AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING TO VOTE FOR
DISTRICT OFFICERS.
1 . To choose a Moderator for the ensuing three years.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing three years.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose one School Board Member for the ensuing three years.
POLLS WILL NOT CLOSE BEFORE 8:00 P.M.
The foregoing procedure calling for election of your District Officers at the Annual Town Meeting
is authorized by Statute (RSA 671 :2) and was adopted by the District at its 1966 Annual Meeting
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID SOUTH HAMPTON THIS 7th DAY
OF FEBRUARY, 2003.
James Van Bokkelen Chairperson
Bonnie Griffith
Mary Kay Miller
A true copy of Warrant -- Attest:
School Board





TOWN OF SOUTH HAMPTON
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
2003
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of South Hannpton, in the County of
Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE TOWN HALL IN SOUTH HAMPTON ON
TUESDAY THE 4TH OF MARCH, 2003 AT 7:30 O'CLOCK IN THE EVENING TO ACT UPON THE
FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
Notice: School District Officers will be elected at the Town Meeting to be held in the South
Hampton Town Hall, March 1 1 , 2003. Polls open at 1 1 :00 A.M. and close at 8:00 P.M.
1
.
To see what sum of money the school district will vote to raise and appropriate for the support of
schools, for the salaries of School Officials and Agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of
the District.
2. To see if the school district will vote to create an expendable trust fund under the provisions of
RSA 198:20-c for the purpose of educating educationally disabled children, to name the school board as
agents to expend from this fund, and to appropriate a sum not to exceed $15,000 from the year end
undesignated fund balance (surplus) available on June 30, 2003. The School Board and the Budget
Committee recommend creating this fund. (Majority vote required.)
3. To see if the school district will vote to establish a capital reserve fund under the provisions of
RSA 35:1-b for the purpose of purchasing replacement computers for the computer lab, to name the
school board as agents to expend from this fund, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 to be
placed in this fund. The objective is to place monies into the fund so that the computers in the computer
lab can be replaced periodically as needed. The School Board recommends an appropriation of $3,000.
The Budget Committee recommends an appropriation of $1 ,000. (Majority vote required.)
4. To see if the school district will vote to authorize the School Board to give to the Town of South
Hampton, land on the easterly side of Old Barnard School, which parcel is 1.38 acres more or less and
approximately shown as Map 2, Lot 21-1 on the Town's Tax Maps. (Majority vote required)
5. Do you wish to vote in support of the following non-binding resolution which expresses concern
about the lack of federal funding for mandates contained within federal laws and rules?
Be It Resolved: That the voters of the School District vigorously oppose any and all unfunded
and under-funded federal educational mandates including, but not limited to, those contained in
the recently enacted No Child Left Behind Law as well as those mandates historically unfunded
within the IDEA/Special Education Laws.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID SOUTH HAMPTON THIS 7"^ DAY OF
FEBRUARY, 2003








BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
OF: SOUTH HAMPTON. NH
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Fiscal Year From July 1, 2003 to June 30, 2004
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to ail municipalities.
1 .Use this form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS in the appropriate recommended and not recommended
area. This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed
on file with the school clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address
below.
//^//aWe Certify This Form Was Posted on (Date):_ A GW
K^fi^ Si^<
BUDGET COiyiMITTEE
Please sign In Ink.
-^ -C3
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION
MUNICIPAL FINANCE BUREAU
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Budget - School District of HAMPTON FY 2003-04
1
SOUTH HAMPTON SCHOOL DISTRICT BUDGET - 2003-04 Page 1
TO SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING - 3/4/03
ADMIN BOARD BUD COM FINAL
EXPENDED BUDGETED PROPOSED PROPOSED RECOMMEND ACTION
2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2003-04 2003-04 2003-04
1100-113 SALARIES -TEACHERS
1100-115 SALARIES - ASSOCIATES







TOTAL - REGULAR EDUCATION
157,474
SOUTH HAMPTON SCHOOL DISTRICT BUDGET - 2003-04
TO SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING - 3/4/03
Page 2
DESC
ADMIN BOARD BUD COM FINAL
EXPENDED BUDGETED PROPOSED PROPOSED RECOMMEND ACTION
2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2003-04 2003-04 2003-04
2225-1 14 SALARY - COMPUTER TECHNICIAN
2225-431 REPAIR/MAINTAIN COMPUTERS
2225-612 SUPPLIES -COMPUTER
2225-643 INFORMATION ACCESS FEES
2225-644 COMPUTER LICENSE/SUPPORT
2225-650 SOFTWARE
2225-734 NEW TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT
9,818
SOUTH HAMPTON SCHOOL DISTRICT BUDGET - 2003-04
TO SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING - 3/4/03
Page 3
TRANSPORTATION - CONTRACT
TRANSPORTATION - SPEC. NEEDS
TRANSPORTATION - ATHLETICS
TRANSPORTATION - FIELD TRIPS
TOTAL - TRANSPORTATION
ADMIN BOARD BUD COM FINAL
EXPENDED BUDGETED PROPOSED PROPOSED RECOMMEND ACTION
2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2003-04 2003-04 2003-04
32,680
SOUTH HAMPTON SCHOOL DISTRICT











SOUTH HAMPTON SCHOOL DISTRICT

















District Total (Expenditures less Revenues) 231,361 294,655
120,857
SOUTH HAMPTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
RESULTS OF VOTING - March 5, 2002
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
MODERATOR for 1 year
Walter F. Shivik 130 votes
CLERK for lyear
Martha E. Anderson 131 votes
TREASURER for 1 year
Martha E. Anderson
130 votes
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER for 3 years
Bonnie Griffith 105 votes
Are you in favor of changing the term for School District Moderator, School District Treasurer, and
School District Clerk from 1 year to 3 years beginning with the School District Election in 2003.
101 YES 42 NO
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SOUTH HAMPTON
ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
March 5, 2002
Moderator Walter Shivik called the 2002 School District Meeting to order at 7:35 p.m. Mr.
Shivik led the meeting in the pledge of allegiance. He next introduced the following: Budget
Committee members Dennis Blair, Kate Gray, Dick Caravati and George Werner; School
Board members Mary Kay Miller, chair; James Van Bokkelen and Ken Clark; Linda Blair,
Acting School District Clerk; Barnard School Principal Barbara Knapp; SAU 21 Asst.
Superintendent of Schools Fred Engelbach; and SAU legal counsel Robert Casassa.
Mr. Shivik called on Mary Kay Miller who presented Mrs. Beverly Peeke with a gift to
commemorate her 25 years teaching at Barnard School.
Mr. Shivik briefly reviewed the procedures and protocol under which he would run the
meeting. He then moved on to consideration of the warrant articles.
Mr. Van Bokkelen made a motion "to allow the SAU 2 1 staff to speak on any motions which
come before the meeting." Seconded by Mary Kay Miller. By a show of hands, the motion was
voted in the affirmative.
Article 1. To see what sum of money the school district will vote to raise and appropriate for
the support of schools, for the salaries of School Officials and Agents, and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the District. Mary Kay Miller moved to raise and appropriate
$1,504,084 (One Million Five Hundred Four Thousand Eighty-four Dollars); seconded by
James Van Bokkelen.
Mrs. Miller noted that an additional half-day was requested for the physical education teacher
to give Grades 1-4 an extra gym class per week. The increase for this would be $3179.00. Peter
Oldak said the town should hold the budget down and keep the teachers' salaries at last year's
budgeted amounts. He made a motion to amend the salary line item to $263,962. Seconded by
Richard Kozec. The moderator read Dr. Oldak's motion to maintain the teacher salary at the
2001-2002 level and asked for a show of hands. Mr. Shivik could not clearly determine the
hand vote, so Mr. Blair and Mrs. Knapp counted the voters. The motion to amend failed.
Mrs. Miller next explained that the line item for the nurse was increased from one to two days.
She read a statement from the school explaining reasons for the increase including additional
paperwork, numerous phone calls the nurse must make or return, teaching health classes,
maintaining the accident log, dispensing medications, and completing eye and hearing
screenings.
Dr. Oldak questioned the need for this additional day; he said he had been the school physician
for several years and felt the increase was unwarranted. He made a motion to maintain the one
day a week position at $7,559. Seconded by Richard Kozec.
Mrs. Knapp responded that there is a head lice problem at the school, which seems to get worse
every year. Not all students are on once-a-day medication and they do need to have medicine
dispensed to them. Immunization problems arise when students transfer in from other schools
or states with different requirements. Upper grade students need a second MMR and these
records must be maintained. The nurse also teaches health to grades 5-8. Parents of students
who have special needs have requested that a nurse be available more often.
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Mr. Shivik moved the vote on Dr. Oldak's motion. By a show of hands, the motion was
defeated.
Mrs. Miller continued to discuss various line items. David Santosuosso asked about the water
problem in the school and gym. Mrs. Miller explained that water tests are being done to
determine the source of the problem. Both the plumbers and construction manager are working
on this. David Riecks asked if the water problem is why the district meeting was held in the
Town Hall instead of the gym. James Van Bokkelen explained that parking is not adequate and
the gym would not be easily accessible to those with mobility issues.
Mrs. Miller said that tuition costs to Amesbury High School increased less than 1%, but we are
sending a large number of students there. The Board budgets for the number of students already
enrolled for grades 10-12, plus the number who graduate from Barnard School. The Budget
Committee recommended decreasing the line item by 2 tuitions, since there always seems to be
a surplus. This unexpended money generally goes back to the Town's general fund. Nancy
Brunet made a motion to accept the Budget Committee's figure of $270,402. Seconded by Burt
Stackhouse. After a brief discussion, Mr. Shivik restated the motion and called for a show of
hands. The motion failed.
When there were no more questions, Mr. Shivik restated Article I. There were no amendments
to the proposed budget of $1,504,084. He asked for a show of hands. Motion passed in the
affirmative.
Article 2. To see if the School District will vote to approve the cost items included in the
collective bargaining agreement reached between the South Hampton School Board and the






And further, raise and appropriate the sum of $24,219 for the 2002-03 fiscal year, such sum
representing the additional costs attributable to the increases in salaries and benefits over those
of the appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year. The School Board
and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required.)
James Van Bokkelen moved the article as read; Chuck Gouin seconded. Mr. Van Bokkelen
spoke on this agreement and said this would be a 3% increase over the 3 years of the contract.
Mr. Shivik restated the article and asked for a show of hands. Motion voted in the affirmative.
Article 3. To see if the School District will vote to approve the cost items included in the
collective bargaining agreement reached between the South Hampton School Board and the







And further, raise and appropriate the sum of $8,108 for the 2002-03 fiscal year, such
sum representing the additional costs attributable to the increases in salaries and benefits
over those of the appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year. The
School Board and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote
required.)
James Van Bokkelen moved to accept the article as read. Mary Kay Miller seconded. Mr.
Van Bokkelen outlined the background of the agreement. This would make entry-level
jobs more competitive around here. Mr. Shivik restated the article and asked for a show
of hands. Motion voted in the affirmative.
Article 4. To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of$2 1,540 to purchase 20 computers including software ($20,000), 10 computer tables
(600) and 5 computer lab chairs ($940). This equipment is for the computer lab. The
School Board recommends this appropriation. The Budget Committee recommends an
appropriation of$15, 540. (Majority vote required.)
James Van Bokkelen moved to appropriate $15,540, as recommended by the Budget
Committee; seconded by Mary Kay Miller. Doug Hadley of the Technology Committee
spoke on this article. He explained that at least 10 computers were purchased over 5 years
ago and constantly need repair. The lab is used nearly every period every day. The
computers simply wear out with so many students using them. New software does not run
effectively on the older systems and "crashes" the machines. A school cannot lease
computers; that is an option for businesses.
Mr. Hadley made a motion to increase this warrant article to $21,540 as originally
proposed by the School Board; seconded by Sylvia Hadley. After further discussion, Mr.
Shivik called for a vote on the motion to amend the article. By a show of hands, the
motion failed. Mr. Shivik then restated the original article as moved by Mr. Van
Bokkelen and called for a show of hands. The motion passed.
Article 5 was not requested. No action was taken.
Article 6. To see if the School District will vote to appropriate the sum of $297,000 to
convert unfinished space in the Barnard School for a kindergarten and to authorize
withdrawal of $80,000 from the school building capital reserve fund. Of the remaining
amount, $185,146 is to come from a State ofNew Hampshire Kindergarten Construction
Grant and $31,854 is to come from funds appropriated but not spent on the recently
completed school building project (1999-00 appropriation). The School Board and the
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required.)
Mary Kay Miller moved this article as read; seconded by James Van Bokkelen. Mrs.
Miller explained that the monies for this project were already in place and available this
year; there might not be state funds available next year. David Santosuosso asked if the
grant money was guaranteed. Mr. Van Bokkelen said the SAU had received a
commitment for the funding. Several townspeople asked questions on the number of
students who might benefit, or how this project would affect the tax rate, what would
happen if the money were not available. Mrs. Miller commented that if the money didn't
come through, kindergarten would not be built.
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Mr. Shivik restated the article and asked for a show of hands. Motion voted in the
affirmative.
Article 7. To see if the School District will vote to implement kindergarten on or before
the start of the 2003-04 school year. The School Board recommends adoption of this
article. (Majority vote required.) Mary Kay Miller moved to accept as read; seconded by
James Van Bokkelen. There were no questions. Mr. Shivik called for a show of hands.
Motion voted in the affirmative.
Article 8. To see if the School District will vote to name the new school facility, "South
Hampton Elementary School". K. Imbrescia moved to accept this article; seconded by
Dan Cordeiro. A petition for a secret ballot on this article, signed by 6 voters, was
presented to the moderator. Mr. Shivik appointed Nancy Werner to sit in as Supervisor of
the Checklist, as no other supervisors were present. He read the article and stated that a
"Yes" vote is in favor of the name change; a "No" vote is to keep the name as is. The tally
was 30 Yes votes; 36 No votes. The moderator declared that the motion failed.
The floor was opened for discussion of any other business. Several parents expressed
concern that students were being bullied at the school. They asked if that was why they
were placed in other schools. Mrs. Miller responded that the Board cannot legally discuss
parents and children in the public forum.
John Gamble then recognized Ken Clark, who had resigned his position as School Board
member, for all his hard work on the Board and during construction of the new Barnard
School.
Mr. Shivik entertained a motion to adjourn by John Gamble, seconded by Andrea
Condon. Passed by unanimous voice vote.
Respectfully submitted,
Martha Anderson, School District Clerk
Linda Blair, Acting School District Clerk
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South Hampton School District
Chairman's Report
At the School District meeting in March 2002, the School Board reported that although the
Kindergarten project was scheduled to receive its 75% state funding for construction in 2003,
there was a chance that we would receive the fixnds in 2002. That turned out to be the case,
and with the help of SAU 21 staff, Turner Group and Milestone Construction finished the
elevator, lower floor hall and kindergarten classroom over last summer. The new classroom
is not being used in 2002 because the budget didn't include fiinds for kindergarten.
We're also happy to report that after a good deal of personal attention from Health Officer Lee
Knapp, the engineers and plumbers were able to work out where the contamination was
getting into the drinking water piping and correct the problem. Aside from minor problems
with the gym roof and the fire alarm system, the new buildings have worked out well and the
staff and students are quite happy with them. We were also able to sell the old portable
classroom for about $5000; the nostalgic can see it outside Winnacunnet High School in
Hampton.
The volunteer efforts to grow grass on the athletic and play fields built in the Fall of 2001
were successful, and the soccer team was able to play a number of home games this fall. The
smaller field has also been used as a play area, and the PTO is in the process of installing a
new swing set at its northeast comer.
Ovir experience with walking students across Main Ave. (NH Route 1 OVA) to use the South
Hampton Public library has been successful. We greatly appreciate the attention the Police
Department has given to fraffic safety and law enforcement at hours when children are
coming and going this past year.
Our former SAU 21 Superintendent, Jack Bourgoin, took another job in the summer of 2002.
The Joint Board recruited David Brown to be Interim Superintendent for a year while we
conduct a search for a long-term replacement. We expect to be working with a short list of
candidates at about the time of the District Meeting in March, with final selection in April.
Enrollment in grades 1 through 8 at the Barnard School has fallen slightly since 2000 even
though a number of new houses have been built. Furthermore, none of the classes that have
entered since 1997 have been as large as that record-setting year. For this reason, we have
been able to provide staffing for the half-day kindergarten program in our 2003 - 2004 budget
by reassignment of existing staff This partly undoes the separation of grades 1 and 2 done in
2001 - 2002, which we feel is reasonable given the upcoming year's projected enrollment of
17 in the two grades. Including kindergarten, we expect to have a little more than 100
students in 2003 - 2004.
For 2003 - 2004, we are requesting one staffing increase: A new half-time Remedial Reading
position. We feel this is worth your careful consideration, even in the current economy, as it
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will help close off paths by which children may eventually require Special Education coding.
If this request is approved, it will cause an increase of about 23 cents per thousand in the
property tax.
We regret to inform you that other components of the School District's Budget have increased
substantially: Amesbury has reviewed the accounting used to determine the High School
tuition, and added a number of costs they formerly didn't allocate to us. As a result, the total
H.S. tuition has increased by $7,000, even though the number of students decreased. Also,
the Special Education budget has increased by almost 20% percent. Most of our legal costs in
2001 - 2002 were related to SPED, and we expect the same to be true in 2002 - 2003. Third,
our contractual health insurance premiums have increased substantially. This is particularly
disappointing in light of the effort 1 put into the 2001 teachers contract, which was approved
by all the SAU 21 towns except Seabrook, and would have gotten us out of the health
insurance business.
The Budget Committee has recommended a number of cuts; we understand their concern over
the expected tax increase, but that doesn't mean there will be no consequences if we cut back
on floor wax or maintenance on the heating and fire alarm systems. The proposed cut in the
textbook account will also be painfiil. Reducing the School Nurse to one day a week and
cutting the computer technician's hours will increase non-class demands on teachers and other
staff with a larger student body next year.
Voters should note that despite optimistic campaign literature handed out by some of our
elected officials. South Hampton has never been eligible for any IDEA (federal special
education law) funds. The amount received per year under New Hampshire's Catastrophic
Aid program has ranged from nothing to a high of about 1 5% percent of our SPED budget in
2000. While there are some federal programs that aren't restricted to low-income students,
these are usually in the form of grants that we must apply for. For this reason, they can't be
budgeted as revenues. The total of all federal grants this past year was less than $180 per
pupil.
In closing, I would like to note that the Barnard School and its students have benefited in
many ways from volimteer activities and donations fi-om townspeople, as well as efforts
above and beyond the call of duty by the staff and administration. Our sincere thanks to all of
you.
Respectfiilly submitted,
James Van Bokkelen, School Board Chair
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PLODZIK & SANDERSON
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street - Concord - New Hampshire - 03301-5063 - 603-225-6996 - FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENTA UDITOR'S REPORT
To the Members of the School Board
South Hampton School District
South Hampton, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the South Hampton
School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 2002 as listed in the table of contents. These
general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the School District's management.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on
our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in
the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State
of New Hampshire, the South Hampton School District has not maintained historical cost records
of its fixed assets. The amount that should be recorded in the general fixed assets account group
is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of the South Hampton School District as of June 30,
2002, and the results of its operations for the year then ended in conformity with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial
statements of the South Hampton School District taken as a whole. The combining and individual
fund financial statements listed as schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of
additional analysis and are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the
South Hampton School District. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly







Dear Citizens of South Hampton,
Gratitude is extended to taxpayers, parents, volunteers, town officials, SAU 21
administration, donors, and the school staff for working collaboratively to create a school
environment where productivity, satisfaction, and safety remain the three paramount goals.
Your efforts provide a stimulating learning environment conducive to both academic and
personal growth along with a pleasant and satisfying environment that fosters a sense of
personal worth, enjoyment of school, and a feeling of success from participating in
worthwhile activities.
Thanks to the fire department, police department, and health officer who have been
instrumental in helping us to maintain a safe environment for our school community. Our
facility is a source of pride. Thanks to those who keep it clean, display student works,
decorate our entrances, and maintain the gorgeous indoor garden in our main foyer. Thanks
to those who provide students with opportunities for extended school-day activities involving
sports, technology, organizational skills, music, dance, and writing to promote the
development of their varied talents. Thanks to those who have made such generous monetary
donations that we have been able to offer every one of our students lessons in drama and the
performing arts and have been able to furnish our new conference room. Thanks to all of the
educators who spend endless hours to ensure that students achieve basic skills, develop an
expanding knowledge base, and use both inquiry and problem-solving skills in the learning
process. To all, your dedication to our children is appreciated.
On behalf of the Technology Committee, I would like to thank the members of the South
Hampton community for their continued support of technology at Barnard School. Special
thanks go to the PTO whose extra contribution allowed us to purchase computer systems for
the computer lab with significantly greater performance levels than we could afford with
budgeted funds. Their contribution allowed us to get a far better value and still maintain our
goal of a computer for each student in the lab. I would personally like to acknowledge the
members of the technology committee who volunteer many hours to keep our network up
and running. Please visit our website at www.harnard.sau21.kl2.nh.us/ where you can read
our monthly newsletter, check out our calendar of events, view the honor roll, etc.
Throughout the year many performers, educators, artists-in-residence, and speakers from
outside our community visit our school. Also, our students go on field trips and visit other
schools. Over and over our staff is told that our students are among the best. Thank you to the
families whose tremendous support for their children has resulted in a student body of which
we are very proud. The vast majority of students exhibit exemplary behavior and show acts
of kindness. What a wonderful bunch!
Our mission at Barnard School is to 1) provide a program of strong academics, 2) to
emphasize the development of the whole person, and 3) to be a center of community focus.
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To that end, staff members, SAU 21 administration, and a community representative
developed a step-by-step process to revise the District Education Improvement Plan to
include elements required by state and federal guidelines. State curriculum frameworks,
national standards, and local school needs provided a focal point around which the
improvement plan was designed. The plan, which covers a time period from 2000-2006, is
designed to bring about high academic achievement for all students.
Connected to each of the following goals within the plan are measurable objectives with
timelines:
Goal 1 To implement SAU 21 standards and benchmarks in grades 1-8 in the areas of
science (00-01), social studies (01-02), language arts (02-03), math (03-04)
art/music (04-05) and physical education/guidance/life skills (05-06) by 2006
Goal 2 To follow Barnard School's established timeline and plan for the implementation of
SAU 2 1 curriculum standards and benchmarks
Goal 3 To align assessments with SAU 21 standards and benchmarks
Goal 4 To participate in professional development opportunities which focus on the
analysis of student achievement
Goal 5 To train students and staff in the effective use of technology
Goal 6 To explore various teaching models
The focus for the current school year has been language arts which includes reading, writing,
speaking, viewing, and listening. The improvement plan states, "There should be a school-
wide effort to train staff to develop and implement instructional strategies that will result in
every student reading at or above grade level." Formal testing of our students indicated that
we had met the SAU 21 goal of 75% of the students reading at or above grade level;
however, Barnard School's vision for improving literacy called for a higher percentage. A
literacy initiative funded by federal grants was launched in the summer of 2002. The
research-based principles of the project include 1) providing a balanced early literacy
curriculum and instruction; 2) providing early literacy learning environments in the school,
the community, and the home; 3) literacy assessment and data management; 4) ongoing job-
embedded professional development and on-site consultation for early, upper elementary,
and adolescent literacy educators; and 5) resources for early literacy programs.
With energy and enthusiasm I look toward 2003 with a firm commitment to work with
teachers, consultants and students to increase the number of students who are reading at or
above grade level. We will need to apply for federal funds in 2003-04, to develop and
implement a strong literacy-based program at the kindergarten level in 03-04, and to ask for





2002 Annual Report of the Office for
Curriculum and Instruction
We have worked hard this year to progress on many initiatives that were begun last year.
Our largest new initiative this year has been the implementation of a support program for new staff called
Teaching Success! In this program we have trained mentors, welcomed new teachers, and
have provided monthly training for new teachers on relevant topics, such as classroom management and
communication with parents. The sessions have been well received and well attended.
We had a shift in the focus of our work this year as each of us has taken on additional responsibilities.
Michele Munson, in her new role as Assistant Superintendent for Instruction has taken on the supen/ision
of the Special Education Directors, and JoAnne Dowd in her new role as Curriculum Coordinator has
supported a wide variety of curhculum initiatives. Additionally, we have each taken on primary
responsibility for one of the districts in the SAU. We prepare for, attend and follow-up on monthly board
meetings.
Improving instruction for all students continues to be the major focus of our work. In addition to the new
teacher support program we have also developed and facilitated multiple opportunities for teachers,
administrators and community members to collaborate on important issues.
Completing a draft of a new supervision and evaluation model for the SAU
Implementing the movement of Algebra into the 8'^ grades across the SAU
Working with a group of K-12 mathematics educators to bring math philosophy and best practices
closer together across the SAU
Continuing to improve and streamline the transition process from 8'^ to 9"" grade, by improving
communication with parents and simplifying the placement testing process
Continuing to work with Big Brothers/Big Sisters to "grow" the program in our Hampton and Seabrook
schools
Working with City Year, a national organization focused on community service, in the Seabrook
school
Developing a new technology plan for the SAU
Supporting the ongoing dialogue of the K-1 2 reading teachers
Mentoring 40 teachers who are on alternative certification plans to successful state certification
Analyzing of NHEIAP scores and data for each district
Continuing to work with the administrators through the continuation of our publication Leadership
Matters! Our focus for the year with the administrative team has been creating "effective schools."
Creating a parent-friendly Informational Special Education parent handbook
Implementing a new literacy program in Hampton
Continuing support of teachers with innovative assessment grants
Reviewing of SAU 21 Standards and Benchmarks underway
Providing in-depth 6 day training on effective instructional practices for 24 staff members
Overseeing the implementation of a community based substance abuse prevention grant and have
worked with community members in procuring a Governor's Commission Grant on substance abuse
Setting up a pilot assessment program in Seabrook for grades 4-8 in Reading, Language Arts and
Math
Helping WHS prepare for accreditation by helping develop a vision and mission statement and
facilitation of 14 full day department retreats
Supporting teachers in the education of gifted students
Assisting middle school teachers develop interdisciplinary units at NELMS conference in Summer of
2002
Respectfully Submitted,
Michele Munson, Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction
JoAnne C. Dowd, Curriculum Coordinator
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Grs . 7-8 Language Arts
Grs.5-8 Science
Grs. 5- 8 Health
Gr. 8 Social Studies
SPED Director
SPED Teacher










B.S. Keene State College
M.Ed. Lesley College
B.S. U Mass, Lowell
M.Ed. Cambridge College
B.S. Westfield State
B.A. University of N.H.
M.Ed. Lesley College
B.S. Keene State College
B.S.N. University of Minn.
M.S.N. University of Colo.
Grs. 5- 6 Language Arts
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Grades 3 & 4
Grade 1
Nurse/Health Educator
Diane Sheckells B.S. Nazareth College Art


































SOUTH HAMPTON SCHOOL DISTRICT











No. of Pupils Enrolled During the Year 102
Average Daily Membership 99.86
Percent of Attendance 97%
Number of Pupils in Public High School - September, 2001 32



























AMESBURY HIGH TUITION RATES
BARNARD SCHOOL CLASS LIST - 2002-2003












































































Grade 5/6: Mrs. Sheckells Boys (3) — Girls




























































































6 7 8 Total TOTAL
SCHOOL
Centre 16 124 159 137 436
Marston 157 158 171 486
H.A.J.H. 173 206 155 534 1456
Hampton Falls 17 29 23 21 38 27 31 37 36 259
North Hampton 12 38 50 51 49 51 59 55 54 59 478
Seabrook 75 88 94 90 85 82 99 87 102 89 891
South Hampton 10 9 13 12 17 15 9 9 94
TOTALS 103 267 342 310 325 341 373 361 408 348 3178
GRADES
WINNACUNNET HIGH SCHOOL
9 10 11 12
351 323 256 268
Elementary and Jr. High School Totals
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